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TRY THESE - THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,

3

I

i

OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIM1ENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

DENVER

THE

CO.

"

CO.

)ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO,
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

CO.j

SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNYER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN

POINTS

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-IrMountain.
ss

on

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
THROUGH
E Points Denver '& Rio Grande-Wester- n
Roval
Pacific Rail wav-Th- e
Gorge-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
er

FOR INFORMATION

C.

L. POLLARD,

President.

J.

M.

CRICHTON,

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

I

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

'our Business Solicited.'
Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

NEWSPAPER.

GOVERNOR

HAVE
MAIN

TELLS

AS WELL AS THE
HOUSES
BE

HELD

INMATES OF THE

OF PROSTITUTION

Burned
Wore Bandage
Used Cuticura
Night and Day,
Soap and Ointment. Now Weld

Many Nights Did Not Sleep.
All

WILL

RESPONSIBLE HEREAF-

the Time,

fiMw-to-

Cafe
Majestic
I

I

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

I

THE SANITARY

Prompt Attention and tbe Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hack and Baggage Transfer.
of

Telephone 9 W

104 DON OASPER ST.

PRODUCERS
EGG
Bone
and Meat, $3.50 per cwt.
Cut
Green
Oyster Shells f.
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

...

. .
Stock
FoodComposed
and
Poultry
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,
.

$2.50 "
$ .05 "
$ .03 "

I CI QE

pCI

"

lb.

"

rwf

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

PHONE 19 'W.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to b

desired.

POWER
N

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN- -

as to touch the button and
stove
is ready to cook your
your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.
IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
license Numbars,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postofflce.

--

sHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR

OP

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

!ji

THE STAR BARN

$

SHORTOBDER RESTflUBflNT

I

REOULAR MEALS.

W. A. WILLIAMS,

g

- - PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

and

Open Day
Night, ij
Can Doctor Cook "come back?" A
1
Most
Modern.
Best
Equipped,
serious effort is being made by friends
of the discredited polar explorer to
Special Dinner Parties. $
get a congressional investigation Into
the doctor's claims. A petition bear1
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
ing hundreds of signatures has been
forwarded to all the members of the
SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO.
delegation from the state of Washington, as follows: "We, the underFLOWER POT PUTS
signed citizens of the state of Wash
BURGLAR TO ROUT ington, most earnestly petition and miniuuiTLTiuuiriinnnivariruuuriria
urge you to use all honorable means to 3
S
SS9
about a national investigation
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 1. Two burg- bring
into the North Polar controversy and
lars were put to flight by an ordinary
for a suitable recognition of
flower pot. One of the burglars can provide
the one to whom the honor belongs.
be recognized by a large bump on his If
Doctor Cook reached the North Pole
J;ead where the flower pot landed on JL?.ril
?1. 1908, as most Arctic exhim.
believe and have so expressed
jplurers
Tlie burglars cut a hole hi the front
themselves, then a gross wrong has !
of
window
the Epicurean baker shop, been done Doctor Cook by the seeming
on Detroit avenue, and were in the act endorsement to another
by the governot crawling in when Charles Bauman, ment and by honors wrongly conwho occupies apartments above the ferred. In the name of
justice and for
CANDIES
shop, was awakened by the sound of the honor of the American flag, use
breaking glass. Half asleep he groped your every energy to bring about this
his way to the window and opened it.
investigation."
As he did so he knocked the flower
Get
and
from
pot off the sill and it landed on the
be
While the administration is preparhead of one of the burglars as he was
cradling into the building. Both the ing Its program for "busting the
tied, while Bauman, trusts," and "going back to competithe intruders
The following prices on High
thoroughly awakened, hunted for a re- tion," the census bureau quietly goes
ahead printing report after report
volver. The burglars got away.
Qrade Chocolates and other
showing how the trust or corporate
Fancy Candles show why
form of ownership is steadily replacSEE IF THE CHILD'S
we should get your candy
TONGUE IS COATED. ing the individual or competitive form
how industry is passing out of the
business:
Mother! Don't hesitate If cross, fev hands of single, weak, individual com25c lb.
Chocolate Vanilla
petitors, into the hands of consolidat
erish, constipated, give "Califor25c lb.
Chocolate Nougate
ed, corporate, cooperative forms. In
nia Syrup of Figs.
Chocolate Walnut Tops.. 25c
its latest bulletin on the manufacture
25c lb.
Raspberry
the
electrical
bureau
of
machinery
If
mother!
the
Look at
25c lb.
tongue,
Chocolate Lemon
cor"Establishments
owned
by
says:
sure
lit
that
your
sign
coated, it is a
Chocolate Strawberry. .. .25c lb.
s
more
than
constituted
porations
bowels
tie one's stomach, liver and
25c
Chocolate Orange
of the total number of establishneed a gentle, thorough cleansing at
25c lb.
Elpam
ments
ot
the
their
value
and
reported,
once.
25c lb.
Chocolate Maple
25c lb.
Cocoa Fruit Squares
When peevish, i roots, listless, pale, products represented 96.3 per cent of
Ho
in
per
s
20c lb.
19u, and
Cocoanut
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act natu- the total value
in
cent
1904."
The report shows that
17c lb.
Gum Drops
rally, or is feverish, stomach sour, 96.7
of
17c lb.
per cent of the total number
sore
breath bad; has stomach-ache- ,
Jelly Beans
20c lb.
Home Made Taffy
throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a wage earners employed In the industry
teasooonful of "California Syrup of were in establishments tinder corporPeanut Butter Kisses, the
Figs," and in a few hours all the foul, ation ownership. Out of 1009 estabbiggest selling confec20c lb.
tion In town.
constipated waste, undigested food lishments engaged In the industry, 31
and sour bile gently moves out of its of them manufactured 57.1 per cent of
We are not of feting you
little bowels without griping, and you the total value of products in 1909.
Each of the 31 produced to a value of
have a well, playful child again.
candies, but HIOH
cheap
You needn't coax sick children to more than $1,000,000, or over, per anFRESH QOODS.and
GRADE
as
an
with
num,
average
compared
take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
at these prices for this week
they love its delicious taste, and it value produced per establishment of
1219,?35. This condition is typical of;
always makes them feel splendid.
only.
bot- practically ail manufacturing industry.
Ask your druggist for a
MMsiSiitsmettettMssMlittiisiiiiii
of
"California
of
tle
Figs,"
Syrup
is understood that Secretary
It
chilfor
directions
has
babies,
which
Co.
Bryan is seriously considering the
dren of all ages and for grown-up- s
to the Spanish
proposition
tending
of
Beware
bottle.
the
on
plainly
counterfeits sold here. To be sure government an offer to have a Spanish
"TheQualityShop'
you get the genuine ask to see that vessel lead the procession through the
when
Panama
the
'ormal
canal
PHONE 262.
open
it is made by "California Fig Syrup
Company." Refuse any other kind ing takes place January 1, 1915. is- 5
recognized that this would be a cour- ouuiuirmruvuvuuvinruviAnARl
with, contempt

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES,

i

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310SanFrancucoSt.

Lei

wls

Raise

-

HALLOWEEN

i

us
them
sure they are right

two-third-

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

1913.
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
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WASHINGTON--

liver coal from Alaska. The secretary
has caused a
sample of the
Alaska coal from the Behring river
to
field to be shipped
the engineering
experiment station at Annapolis, Md.,
for test at that place, and the department is going to considerable trouble
and expense to have this coal picked
over and washed so that the sample
may be as nearly as possible In the
moBt favorable condition before the
test.

NOVEMBER

ififT

Mr

i

I
1

PECOS VALLEY

j

Manager & Treasurer.

Secretary.

FAIR,

I

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..

L. A. HUGHES,

THE RAISE IS

wmm

THE PROPERTY

auditor. He said that some more
money would be required to run the
state this year than last and considerably more than formerly because of
added expenses. Last year he said
the total amount of interest paid by
the state was $30,000 and this year the
sum of $1(14,000 will be required to
meet the interest and the sinking fund
claims. He also said there is an Old
uoC'.?nf7 bin of $35,000 tq be taken
care of.
Continuing the governor said: "It
requires about four mills of the state
tax to pay for the expense created
directly and indirectly through statehood.
Of this four mills about two
mills is required to pay for salaries
that were formerly paid by the fed
eral government."

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,'N.

BUT IN

I

HIE

i'

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

RAILWAY
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"The suits filed in the district court
KlnRRVllle,
"My troublo began
BRYAN
CONSIDERING PLAN. eighteen years ago. Nearly half of tho time
to date do uot interfere with the work
sores
were
around my ankle;
'
(bore
running
j
J of the assessor with the exception of
sometimes It would be two years at a time
j
ithfc individual cases," said Governor
healed.
were
There were man;
before tbey
(Staff
j W.
C. McDonald here this
morning
nights I (lid not sleep because of tbe great
Nov. 1. In
Washington.
C,
sores were deep running
'relative to the difficulty over the raise
red light" bill, the Fiifferlng. The
the Kenyc
ordered in the valuation of Chaves senate of the I nited StateB has joined oiios and so sore that I could not bear for
to touch them. They would burn
county property by the state board of with twelve states in enunciating a anything
all the timo and sting like a lot of bees were
Rosof
the
Record
equalization, says
new policy in dealing with the baffling t .nflned around my ankle. I could not bear
well.
to scratch it, it was always so sensitive to
question of prostitution.
A.
T.
McDonald
and
l :.o touch.
Governor
SpenI could not let my clothes touch
Hereafter in the District of Colum
on
a
It.
The skin was very red. I made what I
short bia not
cer arrived here last night
of
inmates
the
only
helpless
i ailed a cap out of w hite felt, blotting paper
business trip. They will return to houses of
prostitution, but the prop--! and soft white cloth to hold It in shapo. This
j
Fanla Fe later in the week.
to
,
1 wore
be prosecuted.
owners are
night and day.
"1 feel that the assessor
has no j erty
" I tried many remedies for most of the
In the District of Colum- - j
"At
present
ftrounds to quit work on the books," j Ma," said Senator Kenyon discussing; eighteen years with no effect. Last summer
v hen my ankle had been sore for over a year
continued the chief executive of the i the
bill, "there is no way to reach the and much
worse than ever before I sent for
state, "on the strength of the two
these
whew
disorderly tome Cuticura Soap and Ointment. It
property
suits that have been filed. Those houses are conducted. The inmates w iiUd
itch
and burn, besides a great hurting
suits 1 take it cover only the proper- - ;can be
reached, dragged uetore tne that I Hunk tongue could nover explain.
wno "ave meu Ule
11,8 ol lnB
(police court and lined, but the owner Tliu very llrst time I used Cuticura Soap
!,yP,e
jnuits and will have no bearing on the o. the property goes on unmolested, and Ointment I gained relief; they relieved
the
rest of the county. The assessor The
right then. It was three months
testimony before the committee frompain
the tlrao I commenced using Cuticura
could proceed with the books and look
to
was
effect
the
of
the
thief
police
by
Soap and Ointment until tho sores were
after the properties involved in the !tht
of
these disreputable
niHiiv
I have not been troubled
entirely healed.
snitB after the matter has been de"
,
since."
peo-'owned
are
(Signed) Mrs. Charles E. Brooke,
j houses
by prominent
elded in the court."
Oct. 22, 1012.
pie of Washington, and such ownerAs to what steps would
be taken
Cuticura Soap 25c. and CutlcuraOlntment
is true as to prominent people in 50c.
ship
are sold everywhere. liberal sample of
vy me staie uoara 10 aeiena us
j
many other cities. Such places, which
each
mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Adstruetions and recommendations Gov 01.dinal.ilv woul(1
t for a very BIliai
dress post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
McDonald was not prepared to:
,,,,,,,
are rented at very
JWMen who suave and shampoo with Cujornor
ngure8
say this morning. He felt, however, :,
Tha man who ticura Soap will Audit best for skin and scalp.
nnmnaM.
inin some acuou wumu ue laiten to cwnH sll(.h property ought not to be
j
itiime uie siaie uuaiu a lecuinmeiiua'
and be
the one who can go scot-fre- e
"
Itions slick,
j
to coin the flesh of these teous and graceful thing for the UnitIn discussing the merits of the ac- - permitted
women and girls into money for his ed States to do, in view of the part
tion of the state board the governor own
v.hich Spanish exploration played in
purposes.
Bald:
In addition to closing a house of the colonization of Americas.
At
j
"I do not feel that the action of the prostitution and forbidding its use for present, however,
nobody is ready to
state board is absolutely correct in one year (unless a bond is furnished to make the first move.
(every particular. We may have made insure that it will not be so used in
mistakes. We were given $200 with the future) the bill imposes a heavy
CoflVe
v.hich to investigate the state in
tax penalty on owners convicted ol
our report. There may lie
using property for tills purpose.
You want fresh fine cofstances in which individual valua"The purpose . of that provision,"
fee.
That's what, you set
tions are too high but we feel that said Senator Kenyon, "is simply this:
our general average Is pretty near Where the man who owns such places
wlion you order Schilcorrect. I understand there has been and wants to coin utoney out of them j
some objection to the raise on agri- is not touched in his pocket book you
ling's Best.
cultural lands here. We found the can not stop him ; he will go right on
And a guarantee goes
Chaves county books showing an av- just the same and rent the property
with every can.
erage of less than $30 per acre valu- again; but when he is subject to a tax
ation for the agricultural lands and in he will be more careful."
This is the guarantee:
Lincoln county these lands were as"Iowa red-ligh- t
The
law,"
if
you don't like it better
I
we
As
sessed at $40 per acre.
said
already adopted by eleven other
than any other 'your gromay have erred in individual cases states, is to come before numerous
but we feel that we have struck a state legislatures this winter. ' In the
cer will return your monpretty general average throughout absence
which will elimi
the state, considering the handicap nate poverty the principal cause of
ey.
under which we had to do the work." prostitution this Iowa law has been
"Hello" "yes."
Increase in State Expenses.
found to be one of the most effective
"Please send me a can of
In speaking of the increase of the means of combating the evil.
state taxes Governor McDonald said
Schilling's Best Coffee."
that did not lie within the province
"All right" "Good by."
has awakened
The
:of the state board of equalization, to the Navy department
of fake tests of Behrlng
danger
was
state
fixed by the
since the rate
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& RIO GRANDE RAILROAD

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

EQUALIZATION

SATURDAY,
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OF

OWNERS
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WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
T-

OF

situation

THE

NEW MEXICAN.

THE CITY OF

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
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THE TAX

ERRED IN

PHOITB 40.

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,
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BOARD

WINTER GROCERY GO,
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Bon-Bon-

Modern Grocery

i
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The difference between $7. .50 and $25.00; $8.00 and $30.00;
$10.00 and $40.00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S
training.

It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a dire"t result of this training, Every month there is an
average of 300 men who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like ycur salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not let the I. C. S. help you ? It doesn't roatier
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
'
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I. C. S. has a
way to help you to success in
your own home in your spare
time without requiring you to I ntcriatlHil ctrresHtfnce $clHte
Box 888. Scranton, Pa.
give up your present position.
without further obligation om tor
The I. C. S. method will 4 Pleate
explain,
can
I
bow
qualify for the position, tradt- - of
part,
quickly enable yon to earn a t profession before which I have tuaiked X.
much higher salary at the occuElectrical Wiremaa
Automobile Running
Electrical Engineer
Poultry Farming
Mechanical Draftsman
pation of your choice just as it
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Engineer
Stenographer
has already enabled thousands
Advertising Msa
Telephone Expert
Stationary Engineer
Writing
of other poorly paid but ambiWindow Trimming
Textile Manufacturing
Commercial lltustrat.
Civil Engineer
tious men to succeed.
Industrial Designing
Building Contractor
Mail the coupon today the
Architect
Architectural Drafts.
Concrete Conatrort'n
f Spanish
Chemist
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
French
Plumbing. Steam Fhtt'g
Language J1 German
Mine Foreman
without charging you a penny.
Banking
Mine Superintendent
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3 Seeking Health

To Women- -

E

and

Strength13

For those ills peculiar to women Dr. Pierce
recommends his "Favorite Prescription" as

"THE ONE REMEDY

E
EI

A medicine prepared by regular graduated physician of unusual exwrif nee in treating woman's diseases carefully adapted
in harmony with the most delicate feminine constitution.
work
to
All medicine dealers have soli it with satisfaction to customers for the past 10 years. It is now obtainable in liquid or
tablet form at. the drug store or send 50one-cestamps for a t rial box, to Buli'alo.

sH

sugar-coate-

E
E

d

Every woman may write fully and conficlentia'ly to Dr. Pierce.
InvaliJii' Hutei and Surgical institute, buffalo, N. Y.t and may be
sure that her case will receive careful, conscientious, confidential
consideration, nnj that experienced medical advice will be given
to her absolutely free.

Dr. Pierce 's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liv.

erand bowels. Sugar coated, tiny granules easy to take as candy.
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THE HIGHWAYMAN
PROVES A WOMAN
THE DOCTOR ACTS

2.000 LOOK ON AS

i

almost
1. With
Sunbury, Pa., Nov. 1. While Harold
looking on "helpless atjlv. Jones, of Scranton, an athletic
the Carnegie station of the Peunsyl-- : telephone cable splicer, was walking
vania Railroad, Dr. J. A. Hamma, a along a dark street here returning
a visit to his sweetheart, he was
physician, rescued a woman from
most certain death as she lay prostrate accosted by a stranger, who asked
across the railroad track, with a fastjhim for a match,
Jones said, "Sure," and was getting
passenger train but to feet
distant.
jil when the person said "Hands up!"
'one3 looked up and into the barrel
The woman, who was Mrs. Rosettaj
Morrison, was uninjured. Dr. Hamma 'of a small revolver. Like a flash, his
was slightlv injured about the back foot and fist flew out at the same time,
holdup was on the
and left arm in dragging the woman and the would-bground.
from the track.
.
"His" hat was knocked off, and a
,
.,
u. toe
The crow-- naa
presented. "He"
road station shortly before midnight
fl that
was a woman and
to
fareto see the departure and
say
wen w itey. .v.. n.
and that she was
laa deswted
me crowu was mugiuK iuiun vm 'without funds.her,
'
the Life Line.'
Nov.

Pittsburg,

nishing a clue to the arrest of theLoretto choir sang during the ser
'practical' jokers who played havoc vices, and there were several pleasing
with my lawn late last uight or early solos. The attendance at the church
tliis morning. They did damage thai was large, nearly every pew being ocjwill be hard to make good. They tore cupied.
(lower
up my lawn, they destroyed
Today being Saturday all teachers
'beds and they knocked oft' steel flower and public school pupils are enjoying
vases from their pedestals, cracking tlnoir customary holiday. Others,
those who stayed out late
'"'"
NAIHAn
iALfflUfl UrrtKi KtWAKU ,"1P vases wmt" P0Sl
I
r did not stay 'at dances and parties, wisneii u weie
that
regret
greatly
FOR ARREST OF "GOBLINS" WHO'up
last night with a rille in hand to a holiday. There was a hazy look in
tect mv property.
There would the eyes ot many toners mis momDAMAGED HIS LAWN IN HONOR OF
been something doing had I iing as they walked to their otliees, yet
DTI miDllf
UMinUCTU
no (m.M
la smile flickered over their faces at
rlnstrnvsra i,f
BLUn,UMa
UB"I But such instances seem to have! the recollection of Halloween festive
I'
SERVANCE OF ALL SAINTS' DAY
.are. Milder pranks were played jties.
elsewhere. A favorite trick was to;
windows so that early morning
All Saints Day was ushered in this soap
risers were amazed as they attempted
FOR
year with the pranks and "practical" to gaze outdoors to ascertain the conjokck ot u i) saintly goblins as was theidition of the weather
case in rormer years.
Religious Observance.
One of the residents heard complainQuite in contrast with the jokes was
ing this morning was Nathan Salmon, the religious observances of the day
the well known merchant, who has a which is the feast of gladness in the
fine residence and lawn on Don Caspar Roman Catholic church.
The chief RERORT THAT ESCAPED PRISONER,
His eyes function of the day was the solemn
jand Manhattan avenue.
FOR
WANTED
HERE
MURDER,
atlame with anger, and his voice show-higmacs celebrated at !)::',0 a. m. at
ing his annoyance. Mr. Salmon said:jthe Cathedral of St. Francis, by the
DINED AT COW SPRINGS THURS- "I will give a reward to anyone fuMRt. Rev. Monsignor Foitrchegu. The
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2,000 persons

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION
LIC LAND SALE.

PUB-

Public

(THE NOVEMBER
AMERICAN MAGAZINE.
In the November American Maga-- i
zine, Maravene Thompson begins a
jnew serial story entitled "The Wom
an's Law." It is a story ot aotiDie

WERE BUSY

es-I-

2

In the issue of the Santa Fe Eagle the advertising of our glorious climate
for November 1st there is an editorial is an opportunity afforded to other
entitled "Time To Change" which edi- people to make a living out of supply-th- e
torial seems to be one of a series
wants of. these tourists and
in the
which have been appearing
Hut niter all we all want to lif
Eagle for some weeks past and which
have all been of a more or less critical shown. We want to do the right
character.
We have in Santa Fe a live
tiling.
This world appears to be full of hunch known as the chamber of comkickers from which the deduction is merce of which body Mr. Loomis, the
quite readily made that it it easy to 'editor of the F.agle. is a member,
kick.
There is also an old proverb What we would like to see is Mr.
that "Variety is the Spice of Life" Loomis with his coat off, his hammer
which proverb may possibly have upon the shelf and raising a good
arisen from (he very apparent desire healthy sweat by some real construe- of the human race to want a change. live work.
Change is possibly according lo the
If Mr. Loomis will give us some
natural order, but it may or may not practical and concrete Ideas and plans
he desirable; at. least before making upon which to work he will be listenany change it is well to consider if ed to attentively and gladly by tin
the proposed change is for the better. chamber of commerce at any time. Mr.
We all know what a very valuable Loomis it is up to you: produce.
ONE OF THE WORKERS,
asset Santa Fe has in its climate and
the almost unlimited possibilities of
entirely
maferi;!1 dve'omnpt
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
one asset.
Manv of us
"
how the people of southern
California regard their climate and
Montezuma,
Franklin W. Smith, Bisbee.
j that
they have built up one of the
Mrs. F. S. Blackinar, Espanola.
weauuiesi and most populous comVitilid Trujillo, Espanola.
munities on the continent entirely
Joe Ortiz y Pino, Calisteo.
upon climate. To be sure they have
the Pacific ocean and other attractions
William McKean, Taos.
which we do not have hut is that any
M. tlarelesky, Kansas City.
reason why we should not endeavor
Jesse L. Nusbaum, City.
A. T. Meyers, Denver.
to make the most of that which we
I. K. Taylor, New Vork.
have. The Eagle Is doubtless correct
F. A. Howard, New York.
in stating that most men when changW. D. Mireau, Newton, Kan,
ing their locality look for opportuniC. D. Oltosen, Willurd.
ties for material advancement, but it
seems to overlook the fact that the
New Mexican Want Ads always
corollary of the bringing to Santa Fe
of tourists and healthseekers through bring results. Try it.
health-seeker-

-

w

Wt
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STILL HUNTING
URIOSTE

j

DAY

FORMER SANTA FEAN
FORGES 1 0 THE FRONT
The career of the new manager of the Denver office of The .Mutual Life
Insurance Company of New York, one of the most important positions in the
gift of the company, is exceedingly interesting and should serve as an inspiration to many .voting men who are just starting at the bottom round of the
ladder.
The subject of this sketch is a native of Texas. When thirteen years of
age he removed to New Mexico and settled at White Oaks, in Lincoln county.
After attending the Agricultural College of New Mexico at Las Cruces, he took
a business course in 1894 and 1X95 under Prof. Francis E. Lester; and, In the
month of May, 1895, in response to a letter received by his instructor asking
him to recommend one of his pupils for a position, young Watson was sent
to Albuquerque to become the stenographer lor S. H. Newman, general agent
of the Mutual Life at that place. He reported for work May 10, 1X5, having
birthday on March 30th. His salary at that time
just passed his twenty-firs- t
was $10 a month, and this was raised to ( after six months of service.
In 1 S!7 he was transferred to Phoenix, Arizona, to become cashier In the
office of the district manager of the company. He returned to Albuquerque
in 1898 as superintendent of agents under Manager W. L. Hathaway, now
manager for the company at San Francisco, but at that time manager for
New Mexico and Arizona. In 1900 he took up a general insurance business
at Santa Fe, becoming a partner of Paul Wunschmann, and in connection
therewith was district manager for the company under Darby A. Day, now
manager at Chicago. In 1905 he purchased his partner's, interest and established the firm of O. C. Watson & Co., which still exists; Carl A. Bishop
being the owner.
He was appointed superintendent of agents for the Mutual Lite in August,
1907, for New Mexico and southern Colorado, under E. R. Ferguson when the
company placed a manager's office at Pueblo; and, July I, '1H08, succeeded
Mr. Ferguson as manager at Pueblo when the latter was transferred to
Charlotte, N. C, and later to Cincinnati.
During Mr. Watson's connection with the Pueblo office the business has
steadily increased, and an amount of business in excess of the assigned quota
has been reported each year. Doubtless, it is the company' recognition
$,--

Comniisisoner of
Lands, State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 27, 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that, purscene,
identity: time, the present;
suant to the provisions of an Act of New
York. It starts out with the prop1310,
June
20th,
approved
Congress
osition made by a judge who said he
the Laws of the State of New Mexico, coulid find his double in New York
and the rules and regulations of the Citv Inside of a halt hour his double,
state land office, the Commissioner of as
regards height, weight, shape of
public lands will offer at public sale, the head, color of eyes and hair, his
a.
10
at
o'clock
to the highest bidder,
double in these and all of the characm. on Monday, the 13th day of Januteristics that can be conveyed by a
ary, 1914, in the town of Las Cruces,
In the story, a woman, in
County of Dona Ana, State of
to protect her child, acts on this
order
in front of the Court House
at a dinner party
described opinion expressed
following
therein, the
by a judge, and substitutes an innotracts of land, viz.:
cent man for a murderer under cirThe West half W ) Section ?,G; cumstances that make an interesting
M.
N.
2
Township 19 South, Range W
and thrilling story.
P. M., containing 320 acres, more or
Ray Stannard Baker writes an artion
less; there are no improvements
cle entitled "The Glory of Panama,"
and NE
this land, also the W
in which he shows how the big ditch,
Section 3(5, Township 25 South, Range dug on honor, is a fine example of the
2 E., N. M. P. M., containing 480 acres
new idealism in business. He commore or less; the improvements on mends Uncle Sam's work highly and
this land consist of one room adobe says that as an example of efficiency
house, one well and fencing, total it would be worth all it has cost if it
value $185.00, no bid will be accepted should be totally destroyed at the
for less than $25.00 per acre, which is time of its opening.
the appraised value thereof.
Peter Clark Macfarlane goes on with
The above sale of lands will be sub his series entiled "Those 'Who Have
ject to the following terms and con Come Back" true stories of men, who
ditions, viz.: The successful bidders disgraced or failures at forty, have
must nav to the Commissioner of regained their powers and made a sucPublic Lands, or his agent holding cess. This month he tells about the
such sale, one tenth of the prices of- story of a bank robber who has refered by them resectively for the land, formed. George Fitch writes another
4 per cent Interest in advance for the
Homeburg sketch; Ida M. Tarbell
balance of such purchase prices, the
a trip in a flying machine: a
ftes for advertising and appraisement prominent theatrical manager tells
and all costs incidental to the sale how actors, authors and producers diherein, and each and all of said vide the peoples money and James
amounts must be deposited in cash or Montgomery Flagg and Stephen Lea- certified exchange at the time of sale, cock contribute
humorous sketches.
and which said amounts and all of "Interesting People" and "The Interthem are subject to forfeiture to the preter's House" are full of good readState of New Mexico if the successful ing, five or six fiction writers tell
bidders do not execute a contract stories, and the prize winning letters
within thirty days after it has been in the contest entitled "What I Am
mailed to them by the state land of- Most Thankful For" are included.
fice, said contracts to provide for the
payment of the balance of the pur- BREAKS ANKLE, CRAWLS
chase prices of said tracts of land in
15 MILES TO HOSPITAL,
thirty equal annual installments, with
Milton, Pa., Nov. 1. Irvin Flinn, of
interest on all deferred payments at Shamokin, fell off a wall and broke
the rate of 4 per cent per annum in his right ankle. He lay unable to move
advance, payment and interest due on for several hours.
October 1st of each year, and such
Without funds to pay car fare, he
other conditions, obligations, reserva- then hobbled and crawled for fifteen
be
as
terms
tions and
required miles to the Mary M. Pecker Hospital,
may
"
by law.
Sunbury. There the surgeons and
Each of the tracts as described here- nurses found two broken ankle bones.
The
With his leg in a plaster cast and
in will be offered separately.
OSCAR C. WATSON.
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his plopped up by pillows, Flinn is being
Agent holding such sale, reserves the lionized for his courage.
right to reject any and all bids at
It will not pay you to waste your of this good work which has led to Mr. Watson's appointment to manage the
said sale. Possession under contracts
of sale for the above described tracts time writing out your legal formi Denver office, which controls the district embracing Colorado and Wyoming,
will be given on or before October 1st, when you can get thorn already print- and to supervise the business of the Pueblo office which will be continued as
Mexican Printing a branch office.
ed at the New
1914.
Mr. Watson is a life member of Santa Fe Lodge No. 4(50, B. P. O. E is
Witness my hand and the official Company.
a past exalted ruler of that lodge, and a member of the grand lodge. He was
seal of the state land office, this 27th
SANTA FE PROOF.
a delegate to the grand lodge meetings at Denver In 1906, Los Angeles in 1909,
day of October, 1913.
and Portland in 1912. He is also a member of Pueblo Lodge No. 17. A. F.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
SEAL.)
Should Convince
Every Santa Fe & A. M., Pueblo chapter No. 3, R. A. M., and Pueblo Commandery No. 3,
Commissioner of Public Lands.
Reader.
Knights Templar. As a member of the Pueblo Commerce Club he has ren
The frank statement of a neighbor, dered valuable service.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mr. Watson was married at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 15,
telling the merits of a remedy,
Bids you pause and believe.
1897, to Miss Lillian Hughes, daughter of Senator Thomas Hughes, the owner
.Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
The same endorsement
and editor of the old Albuquerque Evening Citizen. Mrs. Watson's mother
Oct. 30, 1913.
still resides in Albuquerque.
By some stranger far away
One cannot peruse an account of any man's progress without wanting to
Commai ds no belief at all.
Notioe is hereby given that Clpriano
know the reason for it. In this case, it would seem to be because Mr. Watson
Here's a Santa Fe case.
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
is an every day sort of a man .whom any person can approach. Indeed, it is
A Santa Fe citizen testifies.
Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
SW4
his fairness to all, and his kindly judgment of all matters, that have given him
No. 01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4
Read and be convinced.
T. Corrick, 119 Palace avenue, Santa force and favor in his environment. As a man, he makes friends and holds
NW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, section 3, township 17 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri- Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have known of them; as a manager, he wins men for his agency and develops as well as holds
dian, has filed notice of Intention to the merits of Doan's Kidney Pills for them. This has been demonstrated clearly at Pueblo, if we may quote Mr.
make five year proof, to establish years. Whenever I have any trouble Watson's statement that "the Pueblo agency organization is not excelled by
claim to the land above described, be- caused by weak kidneys, I have used any ofllce of like size in the country.' Mr. Watson is a born entertainer, as
fore the register and receiver, U. S. Doan's Kidney Pills and thej have many of his friends can attest who have enjoyed his hospitality.
It would not be telling all if we omitted to say that the territory from
land office at Santa Fe, NT. M on the cured me of pains In my back and
HiSes and other disorders."
which Mr. Watson has risen to prominence has produced ten managers for
Dec. 9, 1913.
Mr. Corrick is only one of many San-ti- t the Mutual Life, besides several others who occupy important places. The
Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Chavez, Emilio Delgado,
Fe people who have gratefully en district referred to comprises Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona and at differ
Melquiades Martinez, Juan Montoya dorsed Doan's Kidney Pills. If your ent times has been managed by offices located at El Paso, Albuquerque and
back aches if your kidneys bother Pueblo.
y Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
The company has made a wise selection, and we expect Mr. Watson
you, don't simply ask for a kidney
Register. remedy ask distinctly for Doan's Kid to achieve even greater success as manager at Denver.
The appointment of Mr. Watson was announced on October 15th, from
ney Pills, the same that Mr. Corrick
PAIN IN BACK AND RHEUMATISM.
had the remedy backed by home tes New York, by Mr. George T. Dexter, second vice president, to become efTorment thousands of people daily. timony. 50c all stores. Foster-Mil- come effective November 1st.
Don't be one of these sufferers when hum Co.. Props., Buffalo,' N. Y.
The,Denver and Pueblo officer are located in Gas & Electric Light Bldg.
for so little cost you can get well rid When Your Back is Lame Remem and Central Block, respectively.
of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin ber the Name."
Mr. H. O. Snyder, who is well known in Santa Fe, having visited the city
their good work from the very first For sale by ail dealers. Price 60 many times in connection with the Mutual Life, for which company Carl A.
dose. They exert so direct an action cents,
Co., Buffalo, Bishhop Is district manager, has been appointed Superintendent of Agents
on the kidneys and bladder that the New York, sole agents for the United under Mr. WatBon at iDenver.
pain and torment of backache, rheu- States.
During the time Mr. Watson resided in Santa Fe he made a host ot
matism and kidney trouble is soon disRemember the name Doan's and friends and hiB departure was regretted by the firm with which he was conpelled. The Capital Pharmacy.
take no other.
nected as well as by all those who knew him.
Office of

THE FORUM.

JOKERS

east-boun-
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PACE THREE

NOON,

SCENTTW0

FURNISHES

NEW

DEPUTIES ON TRAIL.

All Sanla Fe was excited this mornFrancisco
ing over the report that
I'rioste, wanted here on the charge
of murdering his own son, had been
arrested. The report was promtly de
nied by District Attorney Alexander
Read who stated that the rumor probably was due to the news that I'rioste
is alleged to have been seen at Cow
Springs, on Thursday.
Cow Springs is a village about 35
miles southeast of Santa Fe and it is
said I'rioste used to work in that
region when he was a sheepherder.

The report received here is that the
alleged murdered took dinner there
Thursday noon.
Marclino Garcia y Seguro and Celso
Ortiz, two deputy sheriffs, are trailing the fugitive, it is said, and any
hour word may be received here of
a duel. It. is not thought that Urioste
will submit to arrest without putting
up a big Tight.
The fugitives picture has been sent
to Denver newspapers in an effort to
assist in Frioste's arrest in case he
tries to go lo Colorado to hide from
the police. The first report circulated was that I'rioste and a guide were
threading their way through Ihe
mountains to the Colorado line.
The day after Urioste's escape Sheriff Closson
declared that I'rioste
would be caught and brought back to
the county jail.

i

PLUSH AND

VELVET

PREDOMINATE THIS

WILL

SEASON, SAYS MME. DILLON.

WALL STREET.

4

-

Foster-Milbur-

n

Nov. 1. The market
. New York,
closed steady. Operations in stocks
today Hire wlittle light on (he imme
diate course of prices. Business was of
an unusually restricted character, even for a Saturday session, and many
of the ordinarily active
speculative
stocks were not traded in. The tone
of the market was wavering
for n
time, but confidence in the long side
soon asserted itself and the list more
than regained the small initial de
jclines. Speculative" conditions were
virtually the same as those which had
obtained through the week. Trailers
were reluctant to take on new lines
until the market for speculative issues
returned to a normal basis.

THREE KILLED IN
HALLOWEEN JOY RIDE.
Bay City, Mich., Nov. 1. Marvin
Luke and George Jones of Detroit and
Alexander Turpln of Sault Sie. Marie,
Mich., were killed in an automobile
accident during the late hours of
halloween celebration here early tothree
The machine, carrying
day.
was wrecked
women and live men,
when the driver lost control of his
steering wheel. Other members of
the party were painfully injured.
For Children there is Nothing Better.
A cough medicine for children must
heln their coughs and colds without
bad effects on their little stomachs
and bowels. Foley's Honey and Tar
exactly nns mis neeo. io opiates,
no sour stomach, no constipation follows its use.
Stuffy colds, wheezy
breathing, coughs and croup and all
quickly helped. The Capital

'

'
j

.p

RAYS OF SUN ARE USED
TO OPERATE AN ENGINE.
Washington, Nov. 1. Succeessfnl
operation of a steam engine through
the rays of the sun was reported toBy .MM E. DILLON.
f
day to the Department of Commerce
Plush and velvet will be worn more this season than for many years and
by United States Consul Garrett at if it is trimmed with fur the height of the mode will be reached.
Alexandria, Egypt. Garrett states that
The gray plush illustrated is made very full about the waist and
the plant occupies several acres, imup at the side with a steel beaded buckle and steel bead trimmings
mense mirrors which automatically fol- caught
from the suspender which holds the skirt up ever the white embroidered
low the sun, supplying heat to fire the

-

waist.

engine boilers.

Schilling's Best comes
from tho upper ten per
cent of tho world's eotTee
crop.
It isn 't a .species or variety from this or that
country, hut an unchanging standard of flavor and
strength.
Tho name expresses the
expert service given you
from the
in choosing
world 's miseol lane o u s
supply.
And moneyhaok means:
you pay nothing unless
you approve tho choice.
In

aroma-tigh-

t

cans,

ever-frps-

cleanly granulated; 40c
i lb.

WHAT PARIS MEANS TO THE
AMERICAN DESIGNER.
By MME. CF.C'LE DILLON.

Note Mine. Dillon is out-- the Paris designers are showing Orien-o- f
dressmakers, tal trousers. Many of the tunics are
America's cleverest
She visits Paris every year and lias already wired about the hips and It is
to think that this stiffening
just returned from her trip to the logical
will droop toward the feet.
great houses on the other side)
Jfilbrics ,are of the softest
Most of mv patrons are of the gen
e description.
The new material
erous figure type-- the
type that Paul jsl1;
uuvtrtiiitt is line a piece oi
Poiret says should go to a doctor and .rtin-not to him but when 1 have uieased chamois skin. Plush and velvet will
them in the proper modification of be much worn.
Whole velvet gowns and wraps
perhaps a Poiret design they look
more charming than any woman of being perhaps the most fashionable
mode of the winter.
fashion that I saw in Paris.
Very few trains are seen even on
The new skirt will have much room
evening dresses and in Paris one house
about, the hips and be very narrow is
trying to Introduce a train on the
about the bottom. When a gown is front
of the dress which lays between
cut properly in this style it will be
I do not
the feet and out behind.
found that a deep slit at the bottom
think this will become popular on this
not needed.
f Editor's

side.

Almost all gowns will have some
This Is to be a color season. The
kind of a tunic or overdress and furi
of colors will be worn even
brightest
will be worn more than any other on
the street. Brick-red- ,
season I have known.
king-blu- e
yellow-browemerald-green- ,
Personally, I think the tendency Is
and all the "sharp" tints will be
toward hoop skirts, although many of worn.
flame-yello-
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news
"BEAN BALI"

THE

TEST THAT IS APPLIED

ACID
LEAGUE

Manager John McGraw, once or
twice, has remarked, "Give me a natural hitter and I'll make him a bali
deplayer." To be a natural hitter is
manded of a man who would be a big
leaguer, by the little Napoleon.
Very few good hitlers have been
manufactured although there is the
occasional exception, like Clyde Milan.
It Is notable that the Giants rank
low as fielders,' but in the standing of
the clubs, which is what counts, the
team is generally there or thereabouts.
Batting's cardinal sin is to "pull
away." .Many a youngster goes to the
big league full of ambition, and
forms like a Jack Glasscock in the
lield, after which he Is given the acid
test.
"Take a turn at bat," says the manager. The chances are the manager
has ordered the pitcher to "shoot a
fast one at his bean." If the batter
steps back, or in the idiom of the
water
game, "puts his foot in th
bucket," he signs his death warrant.
But if he stands up to the plate, or
steps out to meet the ball, pulling
aside only at the last moment, when
'
he sees the ball is not going to
"break" he gets the O. K. of the boss
and his education begins.
McGraw has made stars of many a
nervy batter who handled himself
like a diuonsaur in tne field. He
spent four years on Fletcher, his sensational shortstop, before Fletcher became a Btar but Fletcher was always
a hitter.
Many batters who refuse to back
away from a ball coining at their head
have been "beaned" and made plate
shy..

DOGS ARE

REAL

BIG

THE MORNING AFTER
MEMORY OF THE DAY WHEN

A

Today's Games.
At Fairmount Fairmount vs. Kan- has Agricultural College.
At St. Louis St. Louis vs. Tuleane.
At Columbia
Missouri vs Rolla
Mines.
At New Haven Yale vs. Colgate.
At Ann Arbor Michigan "vs.-Syrcuse.
At Cambridge Harvard vs. Cornell.:
At.
Amherst Amherst vs. Dart-- !
mouth.
At West : Point Army vs, Notre.;
Dame.
At Madison Minnesota vs. Wiscon-- '
j
sin.
At Annapolis Navy vs. Lehigh.
At Philadelphia Pennsylvania
vs.

YOUNGSTERS.

WE WERE

YOUNG.

'

'''''

'

j

MINNESOTA

AND
WISCONSIN BATTLE
Madison, Wis., Nov. 1; Minnesota j
kicked off in the face of a brisk breeze
Bellows returned the ball to the 2."
j
'
yard line. A fumb'e gave the Gophers
the ball.
A kick play lost the ball to
Roger Bresnahan,
Frank Chance.
who fumbled again, Minnesota red
the ball on its own
covering
ffer stotmine a fast ball Willi the pital as the result of being "beaned," line. Solon gained eight yards.
j
side or his head, the player who can ibut when he returned to the game he
After several exchanges Bellows and NOTRE
face speed again and refuse to "pull" was up there crowding the plate just Ofstie put the ball on the
line

V

'

'

'..

DAME HAS BEST
THE
OF IT IN ARMY GAME.
! ARE COMING AGAIN
is passed as hopeless by pitchers with the same.
after
West Point, Nov. 1. The army kicka forward pass.
"Kid" Elberield was another player Again intercepting
a tendency to "beau" dangerous bat- Solon and Fournier forced Bel- ed off and Dorals started the open
the lows to kick. He
who refused to be driven from
ters.
had an easy chan e held attack.
Three forward passes
On the evening of November 6 an
Roger Bresnahan is one player the plate. On the other hand, Frank and made a field goal from the
took the leather over for a touchdown. organization known as Byron's Trouas
a
effectiveness
lost
his
Chance
from
the
never
drive
could
pitchers
mark. Score: Wisconsin, 3;, Minne- Dornis kicked goal.
badours will appear at the Elks opera
He spent some time in a hos-- : ter, because he was hit so often.
sota, 0.
The army then rushed the ball down house, giving a musical entertainment.,
Minesota held desperately as the the field and it rested on Notre Dame's This company was here last winter
second period opened. Bellows' drop 10 yard line when the first quarter and
OF NEW
UNIVERSITY
gave one of the choicest numbers
MEXICO DEFEATS N. M. M. I. kicked and Shaughnessy returned a ended.
of the whole season. The members
to
heavwas
Al.Bellows
kick
who
thrown
I.
Nov.
N.
0.
Score: Notre Dame, 7; Army,
M.,
Albuquerque,
of the troupe were all artists and all
who were present went away delightthough outweighted seven pounds to ily and Tessenich took this place.
KIND THAT BABIES CHEW the
NOT COTTON
Wisconsin
to
A
of
lost
New
ground.
punt
man, the University
ed. That they are coming again Will
EARS "OFF'N."
the ToJlefson was ran back to Minnesoti's HARUARD TEAM
Mexico football team defeated
be welcome news to the music lovers
line.
Minnesota
made
New Mexico Military Institute eleven,
good
of Santa Fe.
but
suffered by penalties.
9 to 7, yesterday afternoon on Associgains
Of this company the Denver. Post
CORNELL BUNCH says:
Rushes and runs carried the ball to
ation park field. By turning the trick
Last night at the Auditorium
d
line.
the varsity not only revenged defeats Wisconsin's
there appeared seven young men who
Ros-welThen Shaughnessy crossed the goal
l
galore suffered at the hands of
Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 1. In the are known as Byron's Troubadours,
in former years, but also took line, but lost his touchdown because first five minutes the Crimson
team having been brought here by the Rev.
a great big step toward the coveted of holding. The ball was brought back took the ball from the center of the Thomas Hazell for the benefit of the
fifteen yards and a forward pass was field to the ten-yar- d
line and there People's Presbyterian
championship of the southwest.
church. The
Last year Roswell drubbed the IT. incomplete.
shot it across the bars for a boys appear to be Hawaiian In nation-- .
Brickley
N. M. team, 21 to 0. They expected to i Fournier was put out of the game field goal. Cornell carried off one for
ality, and seem to possess all of the
repeat yesterday, although not by so for rough tactics. Cerveny replaced ward pass. The visitors were stopped natural musical instincts of their race,
him.
mid-fielvast
score.
The
a
of
an
in
After
improvement
large
exchange
with those always pleasing
Tollefson was badly hurt and carried kicks, Harvard caught a Cornell for- singing
in the varsity team is due more than
mellow voices and choosing the kind
to anything else, to the acquisition of off the field. It was reported that his ward pass on the visitor's thirty-yar- d
of music that appeals to the popular
an aggressive style of play that liter- leg was broken. The half ended with- line. After six rushes, Brickley car- fancy the serious kind with melody
s'i
out
scoring.
ried it across the line for the first the keynote. .. It was a varied program
ally surprised Roswell out of the
Score: Wisconsin;,
Minnesota, 0. touchdown. Storer failed to kick goal.
The entire Cherry and Gray
jgame.
consisting of violin, cello and piano
The Crimson team added seven trios, duets and solos, with a goodly
jteam played "win or die" football. On
CHICAGO
AND
ILLINOIS
) account
of the Intense rivalry be
points in the second period on a touch amount of singing. For the most part
ARE EVENLY MATCHED. down by Brickley, from which Storer
tween the two teams and the deterthe numbers were short, surprisingly
""St,
won
kicked a goal. The score came in the so, but the
mination of each to win, rough tacjjtf
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. Illinois
boys were generous with
tics were employed frequently.
the toss, choosing to defend the north first five minutes and was the result encores, which were
unfailing deYesterday, as in the game against goal. Chicago received the ball on a of an intercepted Cornell forward pass manded each time. "The Tales of
the Indians last Saturday, varsity kick off on their own 20 yard, Chica- followed by twenty yards of straight
Hoffman," the sextet from "Lucia,"
showed stronger . on the defensive go failing to make downs, was forced rushing. In the middle of the second
the "Toreador Song," etc., will give
The Cherry and to punt. Pogue for Illinois received period, Brickley tried a field goal, but one an idea of their most
than the offensive.
pleasing
Gray line held like a stone wall at the ball on his own 30 yard line and failed.
Harvard added one more touchdown
the critical stages. Brashbear, right ran through Chicago's entire team for
goal. in the third period on Bplendid runguard, played particularly well, fre- a touchdown. Rowe kicked
quently breaking through the Ros- Throughout the firBt quarter, Chicago ning by Hardwick and Brickley. The ANOTHER WIN
well line and nailing a play for a loss. apparently unnerved, by their oppon- touchdown was made on 40 yards of
OUR HIGH
On the offensive, the light varsity line ents' unexpected score, fumbled re- straight rushing. Harvard sent numcould do little with Roswell and buck- peatedly and were more than once erous substitutes in during this pering tactics would have weakened the penalized for holding and being off iod,
Santa Fe high school 6; U. S. InU. N. M. team. Accordingly, kicking side. The quarter ended with the ball
Cornell took revenge in the four dian school 0.
and passes were resorted to by Quar- in Chicago's possession on Illinois 30 period with practically a substitute
Friday afternoon the high school

TROUBADORS

-

EXPERT.

OUTCLASSES

if

;

r

j

vs. Holy
Cross.
At Ames Ames vs. Nebraska.
At Columbus Ohio vs. Indiana.
At Boulder Colorado vs. Colorado
College.
At Fort Collins Colorado
j
Agrl-vs. Colorado Mines.
j cultural College
At Des Moines
Washington vs.
Drake.

DOG

1, 1913.

FOOTBALL

Pennsylvania State.
At Princeton Princeton

WORLD'S GREATEST TOY
TOY

TO

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

J

series, just ended., might have softened the hearts of Gotham fans toward
McGraw's first baseman if he had not
been so unfortunate as to get in badly
again but that is running ahead of
my story.
When Manager McGraw decided
to keep Fred Merkle after his 1908
mistake and threatened to make a
star first baseman out of him every
one nearly every one outside of New
York applauded McGraw's judgment.
It would be interesting in the light of
recent history to know now if the
dumpy pilot of the Giants is glad or
i
snrrv,
Prove Considerable Jinx.
But the fact remains that if McGraw had not stuck to Merkle the
Giants might have won the world's
series of 1912. It is no part of this
argument to hint that without Merkle
on first base the Giants might not have
been champions of the old league last
year. That is admitted, and the only
point being established here is that
Merkle has proven a jinx of considerable proportions to McGraw and the
Giants,
It was tough for Matty, but think
of Merkle!
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,1913.
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats. 470) and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
follo-

FOR
SCHOOL s

terback LaPraik.
While the entire varsity back field
played great football.
LaPraik, at
quarter, put up the strongest game
of football seen on a local girdiron in
vears a game which, if kept up
throughout the season, will undoubtedly entitle him to a position on the
team. LaPraik handled the
team in great shape and was up to his
neck in every play. Also, Hesselden's
field goal was one of the game's features,
t.
e

Mrs.; Morris
'

Mandy,

Expert Judge of Toy Dogs, Who Has Achieved Inter.
national Fame.

yard line.
At the beginning of the second quarter Chicago, by plunges and runs, carried the ball almost the entire length
of the field, placing it on their opponent's fifteen yard line and there lost
possession. Illinois punted out of
danger. Russell, for Chicago, made a
brilliant 45 yard run. The Maroons
advanced to Illinois' five yard line,
where they made a hard fight for a
touchdown but failed.

WALKS AWAY
WITH SYRACUSE TEAM.
Ann Arbor. Mich.; Nov. 1. Michikicked off, Sqracuse went against
gan
of

GOLF CHAMPION SUFFERS
FROM NERVOUS BREAKDOWN.
Atlantic City, N. J., Nov. 1. John

MICHIGAN

Toy dogs are real dogs not the
cotton kind that babies chew the ears
'"off'n." The most popular breeds are J. McDermott, open golf champion
and punted.
a, impregnable defense
and present holder of the
Japanese
Pekingese,
the founder of the Pekingese club. Pomeranians,
Michigan, with Craig as its star, inime.
from
a
western
nerv
is
about
title,
each
of
and
suffering
Chinese
the
pugs,
Mrs. Mandy is considered
poodles
peer
commenced a battering ram
ous breakdown. He became Beriously diately
the size of an overgrown rat.
toy dog show judges.
attack. Craig plunged through Hin- ill last night and his parents had htm
finger for three yards and the first
removed to a private hospital in
Paterson kicked goal.
touchdown.
MIKE BACA GOES TO
players throughout the country reHughitt scored the second touchdown
LAS VEGAS SUNDAY. ceive 14,890 pounds of tobacco, each
on a line plunge and Paterson kicked
Mike Baca, the champion light- home run entitling the lucky man to
FOUR BIG TOWNS WANT
goal.
weight fighter of Santa Fe, this morn- a carton. The number of
BERTHS IN FEDERAL LEAGUE
Score end first period: Michigan.
ing wired the promoters of the
packages represented is 2S3.2S4 with
'
1.
BaltiNov.
Ihd.,
Indianapolis,
14; Syracuse, 0.
mill that is to be staged here an actual cash value of $11,912.40.
Miland
more,
Buffalo,
Philadelphia
offense
grew even
next Tuesday evening that he would Sc the ball players are richer this
Michigan's
arrive in Las Vegas Sunday afternoon year by $2.1,412.40 because of one ad- waukee will ask for places in the cir- stronger than during the second first
Baseball
Federal
of
the
cuit
league period. Repeated rushes dazzled Syrato begin training for the bout, says vertiser's enterprise.
when the directors of the organiza cuse, and Craig made three
touch
Friday's Las Vegas Optic. Baca has
session
two
here downs.
tion open their
days'
been training in Santa Fe since he
LARGE ATTENDANCE AT
today.
The score at the end of the secsigned up for the engagement and
BALL GAMES DURING 1913.
Baltimore, it is said, bas raised a ond period: Michigan, 35; Syracuse,
is in 'fine condition, according to his
de'
guarantee of $25,000, has secured
0.
own statement.
Several fans from
111., Nov. 1.
Nearly a third sirable grounds for a park and practithe Capital City are expected to ac- of Chicago,
atmillion
more
to
a
persons paid
cally Is assured of being one of the
company Baca to this city Sunday.
tend American league ball games this two towns to be taken Into the league. COLEGATE PLAYS
YALE A CLOSE GAME.
Battling Togo, according to the year than in 1H12, according to a state
managers, is now in the prime of con- ment
New Hnven, Conn.. Nov. 1. At the
President Ban John- HARVARD BESTS CORNELL
by
today
dition, He has been training each son, of the
IN CROSS COUNTRY
MEET opening of the game Yale received the
league. Up to within the
evening in his quarters west of the last month of the season the Amerikickoff and punted after a first down.
1.
Harvard
Nov.
Mass.,
Cambridge,
Lobby cafe and has boxed from 10 to can league figures were more than
rushed the ball 30 yards and
Colgate
cross
a
in
defeated
Cornell
lively
15 rounds on each occasion. Although
500,000 ahead of "previous seasons, but country run today by a total score of lost it on a forward pass. Once Cole:
the bout Tuesday evening will be his attendance
fell off sharply at the late 51 to 55. The weather and course gate had the ball on Yale's 3 yard
first real battle, he expects to adminline, only to lose it on a fumble. Yale
conditions were excellent.
ister the knockout dope to the Santa games.
President Johnson has a new plan
J. S. Hoffmier, of Cornell, led the immediately punted. The first period
Fe lightweight.
for
games that will pro pack, finishing in the fast, time of 31 ended with Colegate having the ball
vide for the three leauers In each minutes,, 47
Harvard on Yale's 40 yard line.
seconds.
THOUSANDS PAID OUT
No score.
league. He would have a series of won by placing five men among the
FOR HITTING BULL SIGN. games between the three leaders of first seven at the finish.
Second period: Colegate lost the
ball on a forward) pass, but regained it
During the baseball 6eason of 1913, each game. This plan, he said, would
on Yale's 15 yard line, through a Yale
through the medium of the "bull" provide a greater stimulation for ball PRINCETON DEFEATS
which could not make first
YALE IN DUAL MEET. fumble. Colegate plunged through the
signs which are located in practically clubs and
would
N. J., Nov. 1. Princeton line for the first score. The goal was
in
interest
the
keep
place
the
Princeton,
baseball
throughout
park
every
After Yale's kickoff both
United States, .the Bull Durham To- game alive to the end of the season. won the annual dual cross country missed.
He said he believed a
meet from Yale this morning by a teams exchanged punts. Yale tore up
has
bacco company
given to the ball
series between clubs finishing second score of 21 to 34, the first five men in Colegate for big gains. Khowles made
players, $11,500 In cash. This money
would prove nearly as inter each team to score counting in the to-- a touchdown, on a fifteen yard run.
is the reward tor 230 hits, each play- and third
as those between first placejtal. Barnett, Princeton, finished first Ketcham missed, goal. The period
er who hits the bull, reecivlng a $59 esting
ended with the score 6 to 6.
Jin 32 minutes and E seconds.,
check. In addition to the cash, the clubs.
Airs. Morris Mandy is the only woman judge of toy dogs of international
note. She is famous in dogdom as

1011-191-

.

five-ce-

Baca-Tog-

post-seaso- n

post-seaso- n

team in the Crimson lineup and drove
Harvard back across the CrimBon goal
line. Barrett made the score, the
first touchdown by any team against
Harvard this year.
The final score: Harvard 23 Cornell 6.
-

Other Results Today.
Bucknell 9; University of Pittsburg 0.
Princeton 54; Holy Cross 0.
University of
Pennsylvania 17;
Pennsylvania State College 0.
Michigan Agricultural College 41;
Buchtell 0.
Carlisle 34; Georgetown 0.
Dartmouth 21; Amherst 7.
Army, 13; Notre Dame, 35.
Virginia, 34; Vanderbilt, 0.
Minnesota 27; Wisconsin 3.
Western Reserve 0; Cincinnati 0.
Colgate 16: Yale 6.
Ames 9; Nebraska 18.
Ohio State 6; Indiana 7.
Chicago, 2S; Illinois, 7.
Ames, 9; Nebraska, 18.
Browns, 19; Vermont, 9.
Pennsylvania Military Academy, 27;
St. Johns, 0.
Hill Academy, 19; Harvard Fresh
men, 12.

Lafayette, 44: Ursinus,
Rutgers, 9; Wesleyan,

Mt. Union,

7; Case,

2.
20.

0.

Michigan, 4.1; Syracuse, 7.
Drake, 32; Washington, 17. - '
Creighton, 0; Haskell Indians, 7.
Navy 39; Lehfgh,

went out to the Indian school for another game of football. And as usual
came out victorious.
The game was interesting to the
large crowd present. In the last quarter, Likens went over the line for the
only touchdown. Owing to a strong
wind, the kick for a goal failed,. , ....
November 15, the high school boys
expect to play Albuquerque' high

to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Reyes Lucero, Henrique Valdez, J.
J. Salazar, E. A. Miera, all of Cuba,
N. M.

"Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea:
school at Albuq.uerque.
son iinder the laws and regulations ot
such
the interior department
why
FRED MERKLE IS
proof should not be allowed will be
at the
FOLLOWED BY JINX given ah opportunity
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
By I. E. SANBORN.
"
Fred Merkle, of the New York that submitted by claimant.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Giants, can claim and will be awarded
Register,
unanimously, whether he wants 'it or
not, the title of world's champion jinx
player.
It has been his misfortune to figure
iii several mishaps which occurred so
directly In the center of the baseball
limelight that he cannot hope to have
them forgotten as easily as the mistakes or slips of baseball players usually are.
Merkle is not the only player who
mere.
ever made costly mistakes.
are many who probably have .mader
November 6th
more than he ever did. He is not the Wifrsday,
only big league star who has been
accused of petrifaction of the skull,
but some of his brain blunders
have been made at such times that
they attracted the attention of a na-- !
tion's fans.
Famous Merkle Play of 1908.
The first time the thickness of
Merkle's dome became a matteij of
worldwide discussion was in tne
fall of 190S. That was the year in
which his failure to touch second
base robbed Al Bridwell of a clean
BOTH VOCAL
,
base hit to centerfleld which would
chamwon
national
have
the
league
AND INSTRUMENTAL
pionship,, which would have entitled
in
world's
series,
a
the Giants to play
A MUSICAL
:
which they might have won and sp
d

cross-examin- e

ELKS' THEATRE

One Night Only

j

j

0.

Annapolis. Nov. 1. In the second
period Brown booted a beautiful placement goal across, adding three more
n
points to the score. Later, when
failed to stop a pass for a kick,
the ball rolled behind the goal, where
he was down for a safety as he recovered the leather.
Line smashing resulted In two more
scores during this period, while a forward pass and twenty yard run by Gil"
christ scored again.
on.
Merkle's failure to touch second
Subscribe for the Santa
Wew left the nennant race a tie, ana me
Mexican, the paper that boosts all Cubs won the playoff and the world's
the time and works for the upbuild pennant from the Detroit Tigers. But
tng of our nw Star
Knv Yorkers always believe the
Giants would have beaten the Tigers
in 1908 "if" Merkle had touched secHo-ba-

Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Dec. 9,
1913, viz: John W. Akers of Santa
Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
and 2 and SW4 NW4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N ,
R 1 W N. M. P. M.
He; names the following witnesses

N'S

TROUBADOURS

TREAT
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For quiclc results,
little "WANT."

a

ond.

.

Perhaps the result

of

the . .151

Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.00
SEAT SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE

sAYuRDAY, NOVEMBER

Mill

I

t4t.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1, 1913.
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Can't Help But

for light housekeeping, College St.,
FOR RENT
3 furnished room
$18.00 per month.
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
mall house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be irrigated. Price $11,000.

HALLOWE'EN

TREMENDOUSLY

Every Woman Casts Loving Glance at
the Nettling Cuddled ia its Bonnet.

j
j

A woman'
heart naturnlly responds la
th oliarra and sweoluoss of a pretty child.
And more so
tbau ever before since

local items.

FETE!

Admire Babies

PAGE FIVE

jnii'iin nicker recovery. Have your
pieKciiplioiis filled at Zook's Pharmacy
The ltexall Store.
EVERY ARTICLE AT A BIG RENOVEMOUR
DUCTION DURING
BER CASH CLEARING SALE.
THE
WHITE HOUSE.

THE WHITE HOUSE NOVEMBER
CASH CLEARING SALE,
Combs. Olive Rubber,
kind, :!!c;
Tfit kind. iV.
Hutt Bros. Co.

jo

men's Tailor mace Soils
awa Overcoais
In Prices from $10 iid to $30
We show you over 1500 samples
The largest line in the city. We
guarantee a perfect fit and you can
find no better workmanship at any
price. You will pay more elsewhere, but remember our expenses
are small; this makes our low
prices possible.
ETghteen years'
experience in
the tailoring business. Let us ake
your measure.

November Reduction Sale of millinMurder, Money, Mystery! Tho loiiml
per cent d.tfoiinl. .Miss cal postal officials are much amused
ery,
the advent of Mother's Friend,
A Miipler. southeast corni i plu7.ii.
at. the bobhiiiK up aain of the RusWhite Pine Cough Syrup lit Sfciolt's sian banker's portmanteau
mystery,
All SANTA FF IMNFfl WITH DFUBHT riiurmury. The ihx..ii su.re.
of an
with the usual offer of
1). immense
FOR KKXT Modern cottage
fortune to any American
GIVEN UNIN THE CELEBRATION
L witzki.
who will ko over to Spain and pay the
SAVING expenses of the prince's trial.
MONEY
THE BIGGEST
The
KIND
THE
DER THE AUSPICES OF
SALE AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
jletter signed by "Soluvieff," arrived
Folk Lore Meeting There will be a with a clipping which told in fairly
LADIES WHO FORM "THE WOMAN'S
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
meeting of the committee of folk lore! good newHpaper English that a noted
CUSTOM
nils is a most wonderful external help
TAILORING,
BOARD OF TRADE."
at the residence of Mrs.
fainiltou Russian banker absconded from St.: LINDHARDT,
to the muscles and tendinis. It peui'tratei
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONOS.
tho tlNKues, makes thorn pJiant to readily
Hupp on .Monday afternoon at 4 p. in. Petersburg, figured in a duel, and
Palace
125
Ave
yield to nature's demand fnr expansion,
Class-'tooThe finest line of Eletrical
some five million rubles out of
ho there is no longer a period of pain, dis,
Phone, 189 J.
ware
ever
in
this
lannow
in
is
lie
a
AND
lie
nausea
city,
displayed
np oilier synipcomfort, straining,
empire,
Spain,
BAZAAR, SUPPER
toms so often disiresshig during the anxious
miiHliiiur in
Ervien.
nrimin. reinsiiui tn t elt J a unary r". lido, from gas pit.
(Innucv
1 19 San Francisco
s
Santa Fe. New Mexico:
St.,
weeks of expectancy.
Oliver A. Dray, Sioux Kails, S. D
But $15 More wiUl Mu' rvcoipt ofiany of his captors where the secret
HANPF RRFAT SUCCESS'
Mother's Friend prppnrps the system for
the coming event, and iis use brings com- silver medal and $1,001) as needed.
n l,)e(.lj f()r
t.roin Thonlas jJoran (he I)o(,k(.it j8 jn
Krj)B.,ck
com.,jjnf;
I
I
I
tirt, rest and reptiBe during th term. Thfa
M I I I
lias a most marked Iniluemo upon the baby,
j.Scenic Circle Drive fund is brought a document which would lead to the rinved Lewis ,1. Wagner from drown- Binee it thus inherits a apleudld grow lug
Iowa. March 2S, 391:!.
by a supper of many up to $.". The sum of $iun is needed discovery of the five millions. As
Strengthened
ran
wmuei
i.os Angeios,
I'urc.oii,
And imrtli'iiinrlv t Tiimnc minluTs is till, dellcimis courses
served on tables to make the proposed improvement!) usual, the banker relers to his "darl-fnnmus mmily of luwiuoal.le volii...
It ,...,,, Wltl. hiiIiiikii leaves: overnow- to this popular drive.
ing daughter." The masterly effort Calif., bronze medal and $1,000 as
mrenirili. hihI i1ii nimnins n tin.tiv mniiii.p lurnl hv
ili.lniie of nrticles nurcbased
MikF vriliR not I ARR r.niiNT concludes with an anneal to ruble :i needed Saved Sadie L., Thelma B.
" 2 ' !ul.
Olin SLi!;.l.v ,Llv?J,.,i "ll-being run over
i J?J ":V.'i'!il
the solicitation of many a fair (lam- - BY PATRONIZING OUR NOVEMBER 'friend of the banker as Ihe abscondeu'-inn ocrttfuu.
tlmr-- j
Mother's
sel dazy.liugly attire-- , rescued by the,
a Correction It was stated recent-- : ed gentleman cannot receive letters or J' a train, Iieno, .ev., Aoveuiber
ptim-tomlon
and
ouphly
Mnis.
fortune teller who predicted the joys )y a this column that Albert Roberts cablegrams in prison.
imiBcle involved unii Is a sure
fer nlking of The
R. Frederick
and delights of tomorrow; thrilled by mid his brother gave a Hallowe'en
liayton (deceased),
Yon will find this splnndfit
on
widow, Battle River, Alberta, silver
the stirring notes of a stringed orclies- I)artv. The item snould have read "Al- f.O" n liottle,
enlp lit nil ilrtiif slores nt
MEDALS
HERO
AND
and In liiiilily
for tin1
rol-a
i
to
to
and
one
widow
medal
tra which plaiuly invited
pension of $25 a
pert Roberts."
Write Bnnttk-lCo., l:f4 I.nuiiir
:a.. nnd
month. Died saving William Kilpat-- I
awed by the pies-Ulilir.. Ailiinia.
will nmll yon licking
CASH
AWARDS
oil
that
is
Olive
Oil
sauibbs
best
the
u
iastrufflva bvolc for cxpvc
rick from suffocation in a well at V titence of fairies and Koblins who not
nfmtlhlo tn nrnd uce we'll sell it in
tuut uiutboi'ti,
FROM CARNEGIE ling,
, .
,
P ,
Alberta, .May S, 1012.
only looked down at one iroin nie
Bnlt Bron.
!
F. Wilcox, Pennant, Sask,
walls but actually walked aroundLynn
1
Nov.
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New york( Nov. 1. Gunboat Smith
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day by motor for San Diego. He was of the decorations on the walls, and Udefonzo, Misses l.ulit Krick and Ruby rescue took two hour and thirty mln- - cians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
accompanied by his family. Mr. Hurt rendered less ferocious the faces of Roibal; San lldefonzo Pueblo, Alanuel :utes.
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derive from them.
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was greatly pleased with Santa Fe,
X. Lilian and Ramon Quintana;
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every
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peeping
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COME
he said, there is a possibility of his ner.
Patrick White, fiHfi East Broadway, Cure, manufactured by F. .1. Cheney
Sombrillo, Aliss Antonia Silva; La
Canada de Los Alamos, Aljss Josie Ln- - IButte, Mont.., bronze medal nnd $1,000 '& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury.
returning to invest here.
HAVE JUST WHAT
The Dance is On.
R. V. Boyle and Jack
Ho rescued
Andrew and is taken internally, acting directly
needed.
Jan. All the schools in Santa Fe conn- as
Collins left
I
After hours of the buzzing, mur- iy are now in session and
this morning for a week or ten days'
lineman, from electric shock, upon the blood and mucous surfaces
YOU WANT AND
of the system. - In buying Hall's
outing on the upper Rio Grande. They muring, rustling one always hears at endent Conway predicts a success- Butte, Alont., July 7, 1!)12.
THE RIGHT
will spend the time quail and duck a bazaar, suddenly there was a shout ful term in all of them.
Daniel J. Casley, Ryder, N. D., sil- Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
Saved Albert G. Brose, genuine. It is taken internally and
T
Hot Water Bottles and Fountain ver medal.
shooting and will make their head- of delight: "The dance is on!" Ramirez's string orchestra struck up a live syringes the $1.50 kind, S9c. Good from suffocation in a well, Ryder, X. made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
at the Turley ranch at
quarters
WHEN
& Co., Testimonial free.
ly air and instantly dainty satin slip- o.ies, OiJc. Guaranteed one year. Butt D.. December 16, 1010.
Price 7."c per
Sold by druggists.
Alvan X. White came in Thursday pers twinkled in sheer delight. The Bros. Co.
Roy W. Hubbard,
Butte, Alont.,
YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
NOTICE OUR WINDOWS AND SEE bronze medal and $1,000 toward liqu- bottle.
night from Santa Fe, New Mexico, m'8t few dances were distinctly SpanTake, Hall's Family Pills for
GUN AND AMMUNITION
OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM; to visit his parents, Mr. and Airs. R. 1611 111 onaracter, out soon tney yield- THE BIG BARGAINS WE ARE OF- idating his indebtedness.
FROM US.
Attempted
to save Pet,er Peterson, Butte, Alont.,
and FERING. THE WHITE HOUSE.
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY LOADE D.
J. White, and other relatives.
Air. ed to the "modern"
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USI NG ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR White is state superintendent
of waltzes and various other graceful
Valuable service and valuable drugs
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINE8S GROWING,
AND WE MIT THE public schools of New Mexico.
Lone dances which held sway until midMARK. THE WAY TO DO THIS 18 N OT TO ABUSE
night. The gentlemen wore little yelTHE TRUST OF Wolf (Okla.) Xews.
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And even the armory's vast
whirl.
Dr. T. A. AlcCarthy,
representing floor
and Extracts
enough room
1 the bureau of animal industry here, for theprovidedof scarcely who
rested onarmy
gliders
and his wife, leave this evening for
when the archestra's encores had
Chicago, to which place the doctor has ly
No. 1 You are out nothing if not satisfied. Your
Later it Is under- to stop owing to fatigucf of the musi- Where Quality Governs the Price
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'
grocer will REFUND the purchase price if you are in
stood, he will go to Boston. Dr.
and Price the Quality
Although the fete, from a financial
cisdly should you do this with your
Charles Leroy Miller, of Clayton, has
any
way DISSATISFIED after giving them a trial.
been transferred to Santa Fe to take point, may have proved less success
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Dr. AlcCarthy's place.
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JKlnB by the expressions heard all
.
in
morning for a over town today.
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
three-daytrip through the southern
Airs. Seligman stated this afternoon
school districts. He will visit Stanley,
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
that it will be a week or ten days beOtto, Barros, Bachelor, Venus, Fair-vie- fore the announcement
of receipts
AND
CO.
GOODS
CO.
MAN
Cedar Grove, Hyer, San Pedro, will
ADOLF
he made.
Golden, Aladrid, Cerrillos. Kennedy.
-- i - fialisteo and Water Sts.
M. O'CONNELL,
Galisteo and Lamy, during the trip.
Later he will leave for the northern 'FRESNO DAN" IS
Phone, Main 2S0.
school districts completing his route
WINDOWS
OUR
NOTICE
CIUEN SHARE
of supervision. The superintendent
Our cracker counter is an
reports that the work on the rural
a !G6G6G83936Ce?K6Q8C8Q836C88v66o8836S8CtO0
IN BIG ESTATE
The large
place.
school exhibit to be held in this city
next January Is going along nicely and
variety of crackers and wafers
For October Special Prices
Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 1. "Fresno
expects to surpass his efforts of last
we carry would astonish most
UNITED STATES BANK
TRUST CO.
Dan," the California seeker for a share
year.
anybody. What it to nice as
in the $300,000 estate of the late DanWE SAVE YOU MONEY !
a box of dainty, oenctous waiel Russell, of Alelrose, is declared the
fers? Some kind of a cracker
rightful claimant ln the report filed
in the supreme court today by Gilbert
should be on the table at every
A. Pevey, master in the case, who listMimWIHIM
JMIMI
meal should be in every lunch
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST..
ened for eleven hours to the testi5
Sunday Dinner.
box. And the very kind you
Soup.
mony.
- j
j
Chicken a la Reine.
should have are here.
They
"Fresno Dan'' says the master, is
Boiled.
imtiMMiiitMiiiiHiiiitHtm
have the quality that always sat
undoubtedly Daniel Blake Russell,
Halibut, Alaitre Sauce.
long lost son of Daniel Russell.
isfies.
N. B. LAU6HLIN, President.
U. ;
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
Sirloin of Beef Saute with Mushroons.
"Dakota Dan," the rival claimant
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
from
N.
is
to
D.,
declared
Dickinson,
J. B. LAMY,
Roasts,
be James Delbert Russell. He has
FLOUR"
PATENT
"BOSS
Prime Ribs of Beef au Jus.
neither the mental, moral or intelModern Cottage of 5
lectual characteristics of the Russell
Chicken, Sage Dressing.
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
Pork, Apple Sauce.
family, says Mr. Pevey.
CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
Entrees.
South about 100 feet on PalWILL MAKE AN ATTRACTApple Salad.
ace Avenue.
IVE GIFT.
See our display
Every Woman
BUTTER
PRIMROSE
Is Interested and should
Necklaces. Cuff Ruttnns.
Vegetables.
We will sell, within ten days' time, tor $2,800. NOW is the
know about the wonderful
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turauoise. All
Mashed Potatoes. Steamed Potatoes.
to investigate the above.
time
Marvel R
June Peas.
Baked Parsnips.
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
ally, par year, ay mall
Dally, tlx month, by mall
Wakly. par yaar....

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

General Manager
Editor

J. Wight Glddings

16.00

Dally, par quarttr, k

1261

Daily, par quart, by
Waakly, all month

11.00

stall

SUM

tlJi

M

OCTOBER 21, 1913.

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-door

r

WILLIE WAS HEP!

! wondered'w I saw the result of
the supposed joke. Just where tne tun
came in for those who scattered the
pebbles and how they ever thought of
so Idiotic a performance which had
no semblance of humor in it and was
only a source of Inconvenience to

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

j

5. 697,946.33
88,727.75
70,000.00
46,700.00
96,590.67
289,252.28
$1,289,817.03

LIABILITIES.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286

RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Securities Etc
U. S. Bonds, Securing Circulation and Deposits
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Cash on Hand
Sight Exchange

Booklet Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH.

"All of Today's Newo Today

1913.

1VI.

The Now Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Catting
Charles M. Stauffer

1,

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

A LLE3Y RANCH,

Batared as Seooad Class Matter at the Santa Pa Poatefflee
Published Dally
The Santa Fo New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcatio
Spanish Weekly

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

CARDINAL

DOCTRINE

QUICK

SAYS TODAY

$

150,000.00
75,000.00
23,052.31
39,400.00
1,001,764.72

" '
$1,289,217.03
As made to the Comptroller of the Currency under his call for
report
for October 21, 1913.

OF RULES
HERBERT

Capital Stock
Surplus
Net Profits
Circulation
Deposits

"ROOSE-

VELT'S HINT AT RIO JANEIRO REGARD-

Throwing stones through windows
ING MONROE DOCTRINE IS IMPORTANT
and scattering pebbles on the sidewalk constitute a kind of fun that is
IN MEXICO TROUBLE."
not understood by the average person.
Poor Discipline.
Yesterday afternoon there was a
(By Herbert Quick.)
brisk runaway on the corner of Pal Author of "On Board the Good Ship
ace avenue and Washington streets.
Earth," etc., and editor of Farm
The owner of the horse grabbed him
and Fireside.
Dad (meaningly)
Who is the lazby the neck just as the thing started (Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
iest boy in your class, Willie.
and hung on as the horse dashed toEnterprise Association.)
I
Willie
don't know.
ward the door of the express office
At Rio Janeiro, the splendid capital
Dad I should think
would
you
the
was
reached
that
and when
of that South American nation which
point
know. Who is it sits idly in his seat
over and the horse fell, is as great in area as the United
and watches the rest instead of work- buggy tiped
as
States Brazil Colonel Roosevelt the
turning as pretty a somersault
ing himself?
was ever shown in the circus ring
Willie The teacher.
and the man went over the horse with
the speed of a rocket and did a fine
stunt in athletics himself.
THE BYSTANDER
It was a spectacular proceeding
and was watched by a throng of int
SEES IT.
terested spectators. A crowd gathered at once of course, and helped the
man get the horse under control.
The Way They Do It.
Then appeared what some would call
Certainly they can't beat the ladies
The man
of the Ancient City when it comes to an example of discipline.
gave the horse a swift kick in the
doing things and doing them light 1 stomach
and as soon as he got him
was wondering last night as I went
lick as hard
into the dining room of the library quieted down gave him a
as he could hand it with a piece of
was
saw
the
that
and
throng
building
gave him anassembled there to partake of the good wagon trace. Then he was
other and the process
repeated
in
were
such
that
thingB
provided
as the horse danced unabundance and so appetizingly, if many times
there was another place anywhere der the chastisement.
Herbert Quick.
that they did things in the manner of The horse was young and did not
cur ladies who never seem to fail in look as if he had been long broken.
The chances are that he was frightenany emergency.
One thing about it is that they ed almost to death as it was, as he did other day reiterated the Monroe docwork together. You always Bee them not run away from a spirit of ugli- trine with modifications.
0
with their uniforms on when there is ness and fractiousness but an agony
The modifications will repay careof fear. I do not suppose he knew ful
study and earnest thought.
anything going on that demands acIT MEANS NOTHING
was
and
for
it
being whipped
"One cardinal doctrine," said Rooseand they always look so nice, what he
President Wilson has announced that the removal of deputy collectors of tion,
did
case
him velt, speaking of the international
the whaling
is that there is this was the
loo, and the
no
internal revenue and marshals from the civil service list does not mean rnion of effort.beauty are not
and would never be a deter- rules which should govern the westThey
hauling rentgood
a return to the spoils system, which must be taken with due allowance.
to future runaways. The chances ern hemisphere "on which we all
this way and that and spoiling a good
It is all right to say that the appointments that are to be made in the
at cross purposes. are that the pony will be all the more agree, is that America shall not be
thing
by
working
future to the positions made vacant by the provision in the emergency deIt would be a good thing if the men fearful and nervous after the flogging treated as offering ground for fresh
ficiency law, must be made on merit alone, hut that was not the thought of Santa Fe would have a school he got yesterday.
colonization or territorial aggrandize
of those who made the change.
The method of training as it is told ment by any old world power."
started by the ladies at which the
Monroe
The position of the president is purely theoretical and means nothing in' masculine element couiid be present by all those who have been successThis is the
a practical way, and it might just as well be looked at from the practical and where they could get a few les ful in the business, has been kindness doctrine, just as it waB laid down by
standpoint. The sending of the names of those who are to be appointed to sons in the way to do things without and not fear and ill treatment. The James Monroe.
said
But Roosevelt
the department at Washington before they become operative, is a subter- friction and in enthusiastic unison. chances are that the man has not
something
fuge as they will be made as they always have been made for the purpose Of course, I understand that the seen the last runaway in which he more. "All of the American nations,"
of strengthening the. party, and the odicials at Washington will know no ladies have their little squabbles and and that pony will be the main fig- said he, "which are sufficiently admove about it after reading the names that are submitted than they did say some sassy things once in a while, ures and 1 must say that I do not vanced, such as Brazil and the United
but that is human nature and the blame the horse if he puts on another States, should participate on an absobefore.
lute equality in the responsibilities
It will not be, as the president seems so ardently to hope and believe, ladies are human, but when it comes stunt of the same kind.
and development of this doctrine, as
to doing thingB together
and doing
any different than it was when the old system was in force and each apfar as the interests of the western
them well, 1 commend the ladies of AMONG
pointment was made for party service rather than for efficient public
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The fact that the United States was willing to take Emmeline away for some protuberances that are apt to be weeks, and they look nfighty
are the cause of enough now to one who believes in the freeNew Mexican Want Ads work while
a time ought to incur the friendship of England for this country' for all time on feet and
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you sleep.
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IT (S FUNDAMENTAL

Not since the birth of the Republican party has the political situation
in this country been in the condition of the present time.
That the unrest and demand for a change is detenniued cannot be denied by any true student of national affairs.'
The present position of the Progressive party is Ret forth In a clear and
decisive manner by Judge Xortoni, the candidate of that party for governor
of Missouri. In a speech the other day he said:
"We Progressives believe in the people and their right to control the gov
ernmental agencies for the common good, while the Republicans believe and
assert such to be ruled by the mob. In this view the Republicans oppose the
initiative, the referendum and the recall, while we, Progressives, regard eacb
and all of these as cardinal doctrines of our faith, for we assert and believe
that all power in a republic resides with the people who constitute its citizenship."
With the fundamental differences that exist between the two parties the
prospect of the amalgamation, which seems to be so ardently desired by the
Republican parly, can never he brought about.
The old standpat element in the control of the Republicans is traditionally opposed to a radical change and it is such a change that is demanded
by the people of the country who are deeply interested in a policy that will
bring the people back Into power.
Ail the argument that can be advanced and all the pleading on the part
of the old organizations for standing pat on the old methods and the old
principles will not cause those who have enlisted in this new cause to waver
in their purpose.
The differences are fundamental. There is too Btrong a feeling in the
hearts of a vast number of the citizens of this country that future progress
ran only he attained through a separation of the discordant elements and the
blazing of a new road upon which to make the forward march.
The new thought, if that is what it may be termed, is evident, not alone
among the people at large, but it is constantly cropping out in the legislative halls of the different Btates and in the nation as well. There is a demand for more independence of action and of more individual thought. Men
have become tired of dictation, be it that of the caucus or of corporations
or of persons who are interested only in their own material advancement.
There is no question that we are facing a radical change in Ihe methods
of political action.

The Montezuma Hotel
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Culsint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Meat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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ANNOUNCEMENT!
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA

Has Engaged

BILLIARD

PARLORS,

at a Great

Expense,

MARCUS CATT0N,
Son of

the Famous

"BILLY"

CATT0N,

who will manage his billiard parlors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room ir those who cater
to the pastime.
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FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE
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La Salle Hotel
CHARLEY GANN,

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,
who has purchased the Insur
ance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
goodcompanies,god protection

Prop'r

European Plan.

WOODY S STAGE LINE

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connection. Steam Heat,
Electric Llg-- ts and Baths.
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
241 San Francisco Street.
Near S, W. Corner Plaza,
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Cutting a Melon

!

Every now and then you read
in the stock market news that
some one is going to "cut a
,
melon."
There are many melons being
cut every day and the news of
them is told in the advertising
columns of live newtspapers like
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXI-

Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival l
the north bound train and arrives at
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and gooe
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial man o take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudi
station.

3. MAYES
INSURANCE

CAN.

These are the kind of melons
that appeal to the average citizen, for they concern the things
that go to make life happy.
"I would

Pire, Life, lAccident'
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc1

REAL ESTATE

rather skip the news

in my newspaper than the advertisements," said a woman
who always shops wisely. "The
advertisements are sure to be
about something good. They
tell me the things I want to

City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Bonds

Surety

know."-

Watch for the melon cutting.
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LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

PRIVATE
AOULAKCE SERVICE
A new and
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Reasonable Prices.
Up-to-d-

C. A.
Phone

I

Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOR)

one-side- d
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INSURANCE
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130
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Fspanola Livery Barn
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Drivers at all times at
live and let live prices.
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For quick results, a
little "WANT."
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GUARANTEED.
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"STARVING TO DEATH"

!

Was Mrs. Bell, of Florida, When
She Began Taking Peruna.
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Market.

IN

FOOTEASE

Grocery, Bakery and

CHAVES

GOES ON THE
WARPATH

EVERYTHING
EAT!
THERE IS

LIMIT '
TEST CRUISE
Newport News, Va., No. 1. After
meeting all requirements of her contract despite an accident to one of her
engines, which delayed the trials ofl
Rockland, Maine, four days, the dreadnought Texas returned today to her1
builders. Members of the trial board
expressed satisfaction with the per
formance of the Texas, which made
22.77 knots on her standardization
run, an excess of 1.77 knots over the
TEXAS EXCEEDS

ALLEN'S

OFFICIAL.

IMPERIAL

i

contract

speed.

j

AUTO DELIVERY

Phone

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

It u
Work for Ihe Ntw Mexican.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

1,

1913.

FANCY WORK GOODS
Beautiful line of Stamped
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth.
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER

No7a NnRFMPIioneNon

FLOWERS
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The Clarendon Garden,
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Always Stop at

the Ancient

City's Pride,
MUUtnn

1

ANU

y'ilMUMvc iiD.Tn.nm

largTlobby
and verandas
COMFORTABLE
SWINGS

and

PORCH

ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities forlarfe
and small banquets

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

Triple-coate-

t.

14-q-

WHOLESALE

17--

t.
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AND

RETAIL

d

The Reliable Hardware Store.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sol
tLFALFA SEED.

Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
All kindtv or

flowers, garden

& field

seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in

Santa Fe

2

OV ERC O A T
THE KIND OF AN OVERCOAT ,YOU WA
JUST
enough to keep you warm clear down to the
ground, but not so long that you can't walk comfortably. There's fullness in the skirts that will give you freedom of motion, a good belt to keep the coat snug around

HART SCHAFFNER

ft

MARX

make this garment in a way that gives
the wearer plenty of style, all sorts of
comfort and the sort of service you like
to get. It's a garment that will be a
cold weather stand-b- y
for many seasons. You'll find here a big variety of
fine overcoats in all sorts of good fabrics and in many choice models. Best
stock of overcoats you ever had a choice
of. Many
girls and women
Marx
W
Schaffner
Hart
bv
Copyright 1907
are using Hart Schaffner & Marx Over
coats this Fall. We'll be glad to show some very stylish garments made
for men, but good for women, too.
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Suits and Coats

45
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Have Seen!

That's the opinion of almost every lady
who has seen our wonderful display of
new Outer Wear Garments for Fall and
Winter. It certainly is a rare treat, and
you should not miss another day without
seeing it. All the newest effects in fabrics, and the most modish of the season's
are here for your pleasure to see and
try on.

$15.00, $20.00, $25.00 to $40.00

Come and See Us
You Can Save Money.

THE BIG STORE

'immmtmttamttmm:
f

The Prettiest and Most Stylish

"X3
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THE HOME OF HART SCHAFFNER

Phone B,ack

SUITS, COAT

the body when very cold weather comes,
a good,i big adjustable collar that you
can wear with comfort any one of three
ways.
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